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“Branddirektor Westphal” Europe’s Most Modern Fire Boat
Report and photographs by Matthias Borchert

“Branddirektor Westphal” at its berth (See also the rear cover)

Early in 2019 Hamburg Harbour placed a new fire boat into
service which is branded Europe’s largest and most modern
fire boat to date. She has a length of 44 m and a beam of 10
m. She is normally operated by a crew of 5, but can take up
to 32 fire fighters in all. Three monitors have a reach of 180 m
distance or a height of 110 m. The pumps have a capacity of
up to 120,000 litres per minute, three to four times more than
the capacity of the previous fire boats. She is also equipped
with a crew protection system, a dynamic positioning system
and a crane. A first aid station has the same equipment as an
emergency ambulance.
Two engines of 500 kW each give her a speed of 12 knots.
The diesel motors, driving two main propellers, comply with
modern ecological requirements such as after-treatment of
exhaust gases, diesel particulate filters and catalytic converters.
Further she is equipped with two bow- thrust propellers.
The boat is named after Dipl.-Ing. Johannes Westphal, who
became Chief Officer of Hamburg Fire Service in August 1945
and was a driving force in rebuilding Hamburg Fire Service
after the war.
The “Branddirektor Westphal” is another example of the
Hamburg Port Authority (HPA) fleet management installed
in 2017. Whilst the new fire boat is operated by Hamburg
Fire Service, it is owned by “Flotte Hamburg”, a hundred
percent subsidiary of HPA. This is also shown by the beige over

red colour design of the boat and the badge on the super
structure.
Also some of the police vessels have been taken over by
“Flotte Hamburg”, not to everyone’s liking in the police force,
as the author of this article has been told by one officer. The
vessels in question have also been repainted, in beige over
blue, equiped with Battenberg markings, and the “Police”
signs can be turned over to display the word “Pilot” instead.
Flotte Hamburg has announced that in the years to come,
two more multifunctional fire boats will be commissioned and
a number of new police vessels.
In order to accommodate the new fire boat, a new
pontoon has been installed just below the famous St. Pauli
fish market, in the vicinity of a mooring station for tugs. For
those visiting Hamburg, there is always a good opportunity to
take photographs of “Branddirektor Westphal” at her station
when travelling on the no. 62 ferry to Finkenwerder on the
starboard side, downstream.
So far the “Branddirektor Westphal” has not attended any
serious incidents by the time of writing this article.
Acknowledgements The author wishes to thank Mr Oliver
Kraft, Coxwain, Hamburg Fire Service, and Mr Kai Gerullis
from Hamburg Port Authority, for the generous support to
prepare this article.
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Photo Parade of the Interior of the fire boat
“Branddirektor Westphal”

The space for storage of operational clothing
The main control panel and the fire extinguishing control station

The work station for the coordination of emergencies

The fire department equipment room

The well equipped infirmary
The engine room looking towards the bow of the boat

The engine room looking aft of the boat

The meeting / welfare room and ‘incident situation centre’
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Odiham Fire Show 2019

Odiham 2019....Viewed from
Down-Under

By Simon Rowley
There is absolutely no doubt that the fact that the
Odiham Fire Show in Hampshire had become the
foremost event of its type in the UK and probably Europe,
was down purely to the efforts of one man, Mick Paull,
who so tragically lost his life in a freak workplace accident
early last year.
Certainly, Mick received tremendous support from
his family, wife Pat, son Rob and daughter Linda, plus
his colleagues at Odiham Fire Station, where Mick was
a much respected and long-serving officer-in-charge,
and preservationists and supporters from the fire service
fraternity, but it was always Mick who was the ‘leading
light’.
It was therefore fitting that the final show in his
memory, held over the first weekend of August, should
be so tremendously successful and raise a magnificent
amount of £17,657.50 of which the bulk will go to the
Firefighters’ Charity and the rest to two other charities,
the Isle of Wight Air Ambulance and Smile4Wessex
Naturally this superb effort was the main topic of the
event’s Facebook page ‘Fundraising Update’ where the
organisers said that they were ‘over the moon’ to have
raised so much.
The post finished by saying: “Thank you so much to
everyone that visited us and helped us raise this fantastic
amount for three amazing charities and thank you to
everyone that has supported the Odiham Fire Show over
the years”.
The Paull family again took the lead in organising the
show but they received huge support from members of
the Fire Service Preservation Group who spent much of
the preceding week setting up the arena and display area.
There was also support from many local companies
whose generosity was acknowledged on Facebook,
notably Selwood Plant Hire, Comley Skips, Tesco at Hook,
Travis Perkins, Howdens of Hook and fire suppression
engineers PTESL of Basingstoke.
With exhibits arriving from all over the country, by the
time that the local Meridian Television reporter arrived at
the North Warnborough rally field on Saturday morning,
the show was in full swing with a varied and family
orientated display of fire appliances through the ages
that were put through their paces in several firefighting
scenarios.
Mick would certainly have been proud of the way in
which his son Rob spearheaded the arena programme
and everything ran very smoothly over the two days.
It would be inappropriate to single out any individuals as
so many were prominent in their tasks during the weekend
but mention must be made of former Fareham firefighter
Chris Wild who was cocooned in the announcer’s caravan
for many hours providing the public with his experienced
and far-reaching knowledge of all things fire service
related.
Graham Dickens, our illustrious colleague from
down-under, has written eloquently about his last shout,
his revival in his interest in service related subjects and the
Odiham Fire Show that did, as he has explained, give him
tremendous pleasure during his Saturday visit.
Graham’s excellent photographs have been explained
by captions from this scribe who has added some more
pictures of the 100 plus appliances that were on show.
Many of the appliances that were on show at the first
event in the early nineties have gone, but several still exist
and have been seen at every Odiham Fire Show that has
been held.

By Graham Dickens
My family decided that with my failing eyesight, slowly
deteriorating health and my age ( I’m eighty one) that I
should have one last hurrah and come back to the UK from
Australia for an extended holiday. This decision gave me
eight days to pack and friends and family in the UK seven
days’ notice that I would be arriving to enjoy the British
summer of 2019.
I was a very active Volunteer firefighter with Loch Fire
Brigade, Country Fire Authority, Victoria, Australia until
deciding to retire from active service at the end of 2014 on
medical grounds. My last fire of consequence was a severe
fire in a conveyor belt system at the local sand quarry; one
call came in and Loch Tanker 1 was mobilised with a crew
of three, myself, another fire fighter and a Lieutenant.
In less than ten minutes we were ‘on scene’, faced with
significant flame and smoke issuing from a chimney of
metal construction some 40m high. This chimney houses
a lifting mechanism housing a continuous conveyor belt
which takes wet sand from ground to high level to drop
into a chute to fall into a rotating metal drum which dries
the sand which then exits dry to a stockpile for subsequent
transport by rail or road to the customer. The sand quarry
is one of the major employers in the area whilst the single
call had been made by our Fire Brigade Captain who works
at the quarry and he had realised that there was a fire
situation.

Loch Fire Brigade’s Hino 4 X 4 Pumper Tanker.
Photographs: Graham Dickens

Also with Loch Fire Brigade is this Isuzu 4 X 4 Pumper Tanker
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Odiham was next. What an excellent day! Although the
circumstances of the event were tarnished by the loss of
the main organiser, Mick Paull of Odiham fire station, a
good crowd attended on Saturday.
Upon entry to the field I was faced with a sea of various
shades of red vehicles, my deteriorating eyesight making it
difficult for me to see anything but a ‘fog’ meaning I rely on
others to point me in the right direction whilst any moving
subject is difficult to ‘pick up’ and identify.
However, by following a practical route around the field,
or ‘paddock’ I could enjoy talking with people not seen for
many years and appreciate some great highlights, of which
there were many.
The last time I saw Dennis F12, 1 AMX, ex Middlesex Fire
Brigade was over thirty years ago; she looked resplendent
and was an instant boost to me whilst I was able to
reacquaint myself with her owner. Marvellous.
Further round the perimeter of the heritage appliances
I was seeing fire engines never seen before, some rebuilt,
others refurbished. More and more friends were spoken
with and the number of fire appliances continued to
increase, as did the quality of vehicles on show. The model
making tent provided astounding displays; I could never
have put my models on public show as I would have been
frightened of a child picking one up and damaging it, but
these displays were another great highlight for me, as were
the demonstrations in the arena.
I managed to get around the multitude of stalls selling
anything from copies of Fire Cover to uniforms to spare
vehicle parts; it was all wonderful and thoroughly enjoyable;
not too much sun which would have made my vision worse
but also meant that photography of ‘both sides’ of fire
appliances was easy and there was no shadow or contrast.
I had peaked and certainly rekindled my interest in all
things fire related. Well done organisers for a wonderful
day. A couple of suggestions for rally organisers, please try
to space the appliances apart, please keep unrelated items
out of windscreens, post vital appliance information to the
side so that we can read it without obstructing the view
and could there be a bit more thought on the closeness
of vehicles to caravans so that backgrounds do not show
deck chairs, lunch and newspapers? I fully appreciate that
the owner of an appliance has bought it to show off, thank
you, so could everyone just think about making it even
better for the future? However, thank you to all individuals,
groups and local authority fire stations such as Odiham,
Alton and Basingstoke who brought their vehicles in for us
all to enjoy and appreciate.
There were several vehicles which rekindled memories
or proved irresistible; personally I mention the following:
1 AMX; the two former Buckinghamshire appliances
showing examples from Leyland and GMC; ex Aberdeen
City Fire Brigade Leyland Cub F9A, Dennis Rapiers, the ex
Kent MAN, a mysterious ex London Dennis of unknown
origin to me; yellow ex West Sussex pump and Land Rover
which are always enjoyable; the wartime parade; London
ET which features in Red Watch; the magnificent Tweedale
and Smalley Land Rover and trailer pump; Spearhead, really
old London pumps, Bournemouth F9, Diss Albion, a variety
of ‘home fleet’ vehicles, from Hampshire and the S&D’s.
Fantastic!
I thank friends from the past for remembering me; I
remember you. The conversation was enthralling and
thank you for talking with me. The display over the day was
wonderful, well done all involved and I offer my condolences
to the Paull family with the added hope that substantial
funds were raised for deserving causes though I am sorry
the event took place under such tragic circumstances and
is now unlikely to be repeated.

On arrival the Leutenant went with the Captain to
investigate the situation whilst myself and my colleague got
our monitor to work directly off the appliance mounting;
this is a simple operation switching the pump on with water
produced instantly which was immediately jetted to the top
of the chimney from our position some ten metres away
from the base of the tower, a total jet distance of some sixty
metres.
Support arrived as the jet monitor was working; this
support from Loch Tanker 2 allowed Loch Tanker 1 to be
replenished instantly whilst the crew of four immediately
got to work creating a water supply from the site water ring
main. Meanwhile a message had been sent to ‘make tankers
five’. Tankers are the staple fire engine issued to Volunteer
Fire Brigades in Victoria and are similar to a 4x4 water carrier
in the UK but able to carry crew of up to six, pump and roll,
spray, carry RTC gear and BA plus various small tools. They
can respond with a crew of two if necessary.
I am directing the monitor jet into and onto the tower to
try to cool the structure; I was relieved by a colleague from
Tanker 2 and told to take a line and two lengths of 38mm
hose with the aid of a second firefighter, into an adjacent
building and to climb up through the internal steel staircase
and decking to high level, the rope was tied on and dropped
to ground level with a branch attached there and hauled
aloft. All connections were made and as the third tanker
had arrived they set in and provided water to the branch.
Simultaneously, the Captain and Lieutenant had identified a
side hatch opening in the side of the chimney, opened said
hatch and allowed me to play the jet of water now available
to me, into the chimney as fire intensified with the inrush of
more air.
The action of the monitor on the chimney was sufficiently
prompt to allow cooling to take place and limit damage to
the structure whilst the branch work allowed the fire to be
rapidly extinguished although fire and heat did cause the
conveyor belt to distort and collapse to ground level where
gravity ensured the fire was extinguished by water from both
the branch and accurate monitor use.
A covering jet was put in place by the supporting tanker
crews and within thirty minutes the fire had been all but
extinguished. Checking for fire spread, heat damage and
smoke clearing took a couple of hours with all fire appliances
away after three hours having received a great compliment
from the quarry management as two days later the whole
plant was back up and operating at full capacity; the prompt
intervention work certainly saved the structure!
Although I attended a few more minor calls before
retirement, this was the last excitement of an active twenty
one year firefighting career.
Home life saw major change as I unfortunately lost my
wife, sold my house and my hobbies of model trains and
photographing fire engines slowly went away and I became
a ‘sit at home’ pensioner in a retirement village with my large
red fire engine outside a landmark for the postman and
anyone passing! I found my new lifestyle interesting, strange
and quiet and soon began to rebuild my model railway with
family help though my display was significantly reduced and
I had disposed of a large portion of the rolling stock by sale.
My camera work went awry and even with the use of digital
cameras I found the results ‘disappointing’.
Immediately before setting out for the UK a friend made
some adjustments to my camera settings and I prepared for
the one stop journey via Dubai to Birmingham airport and
arrived in England.
Days later I was on FBS visits to Surrey, Berkshire and
Buckinghamshire which I thoroughly enjoyed followed by
WMFS workshops visit and I had my interest back in fire
engines and photography although this latter improvement
was aided by Christine who showed me ‘gadgets’ on the
camera I didn’t know I had and, by magic, got far better
results!
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2019 Odiham Fire Show Photograph Parade

BRG 586, Aberdeen Fire Brigade’s, Leyland FK9A Pump Escape
1 AMX, Middlesex Fire Brigade’s, Dennis F12 Pump Escape, one of
Graham’s favourite appliances. All photographs Graham Dickens

FLJ 356, Bournemouth Fire Brigade’s Leyland FK9 Pump Escape, formerly
with Mick Paull, but now owned by Keith Allgood

PYY 647R, British Airports Authority’s, Reynolds Boughton Pursuer /
Chubb Spearhead Rapid Intervention Vehicle, one of only a few surviving

F313 HWL, GMC K30 / Telehoist Rapid Intervention Vehicle and H813
JUD, Leyland Freighter 16.17 / Mountain Range Rescue Pump, both
Buckinghamshire FRS

OXT 779, London Fire Brigade’s, AEC Regent / Merryweather Emergency
Tender

P963 JTR, Volvo FL6.14 / Saxon Water Ladder, F991 NRV Volvo FL6.14
/ HCB-Angus, Water Ladder and GPX 586N (Land Rover 109, Light
Four-wheel Pump, all Hampshire Fire Brigade, one of Graham’s favourite
brigades

W992 YKR, Kent Fire Brigade’s MAN 12.224 / JDC, Water Tender
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3991 PX, Land Rover 109 and MPO 55J, Dennis D, both West Sussex
showing a livery contrast

YHV 187T, London Fire Brigade’s S&D WX / CFE Pump Escape, ‘rocking’
into the arena

Midhurst Fire Station, West Sussex, model by Pete Matton

SMH 325F, London Dennis F106 / Dennis, Pump Escape

GLE 973, Austin K4 Berkshire and Reading MP, converted from an NFS
Heavy Unit, this appliance was one of the first into Mick Paull’s collection

GXH 54, Austin K2 Navy, Army and Air Force Institutes (NAFFI) Canteen
Van, GLT 396, Austin K2 Auxiliary Towing Vehicle and FYH 104, Bedford
Heavy Unit, in a wartime parade

N141 DPX, West Sussex Dennis Rapier / JDC, in the brigade’s distinctive

SMC 640F, Land Rover 109 / HCB-Angus, British Rail Engineering Fire
Brigade, Eastleigh

livery of the time
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HOU 558, Dennis F7, Hampshire Fire Brigade, undergoing a full
restoration

RX04 FTT, Scania 94D-260 / JDC, Dorset & Wiltshire FRS, in its very smart
‘Fire doesn’t discriminate’ livery, continues ‘It’s a Wrap’ theme in Fire
Cover 225

D617 NDV, Dennis RS135 / Saxon, Devon FRS, Honiton

CDD 121, Fordson E27N / Drysdale, Listers of Dursley, full restoration
recently completed

HJ02 XNW, Dennis Sabre / JDC, Dorset FRS, recently added to the
Wessex FRS fleet
HPJ 382, Dennis Big 4 PFoT, Vickers Brooklands

YJ57 VDZ, Volvo FLH / Emergency One, West Yorkshire FRS, one of the
latest appliances disposed of and now with Fire Truck Services

BFH 972, Leyland TLM2, Gloucester Fire Brigade
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